Reception Online Learning Tasks 27.6.2021
Mathematics

Understanding the World/English

Daily Maths lessons will be uploaded on
Teams in Assignments.

Daily activities will be uploaded on
Teams via Assignments.

This week we will be investigating and
exploring capacity, length, height and pattern.
Each session will require different resources
which will be listed within the notes section
and at the beginning of the lesson video.

PSED
We will soon be moving to Year One and when we
return to school our transition visits will take place.
You will meet your new class teacher and
classroom. Share the following video as part of our
1Decision framework. Talk to your grown up about
how you are feeling about moving year groups and
if you are worried about anything or what you are
looking forward to.

Here are some home learning tasks to support you and your child whilst
they are learning at home. These tasks are in line with learning that
is/would have been taking place in school.
Our topic is ‘We are Olympians’ and we will be discovering

We will be basing our work this week on
the Olympics and learning about how
and when it started (past) and how it is
celebrated today (present).
Assignments.

information about the Olympics.
We are really impressed with all the hard word you are completing at home as part of your
homework tasks.
On this overview are some ideas for learning this week.
A folder with suggested activities has also been assigned to TEAMS.
Please adapt and support your child as much or little as you feel they need.
Work can be completed on paper, practically or in the blue book your child brought home
with them. Don’t feel you need to print out sheets from the website – these can just be used
as ideas and starters for your discussion and as ways to record in your books.
Please continue to upload completed work to TEAMS.

There are lots of sports which are
celebrated within the Olympics such as
swimming, gymnastics and athletics. We
will be discovering each of the sports
and writing facts about our favourite
sports. Assignments.
Each year the Olympics take place in a
different country. We will be learning
about the host country Japan –
discovering the culture, food and
traditions (People, Culture and
Communities) Assignments.

https://schools.1decision.co.uk/info/earlyyears/reading-to-me/green-is-moving-up-ayear-scorm/
Expressive Arts and Design
Can you make your own medal just like the
Olympic medals?
You can use a range of resources such as ribbon,
foil, cupcake holders, card and sequins.
Perhaps you can make a medal for each of your
family members and hold your own Olympics!

Gross Motor Skills
How many Olympic challenges
complete? Have fun!

can

you

* Play football
* Try balloon tennis
* Set up a long jump
* Make your own obstacle course and time how
long it takes to complete.
* Sprint in your garden as fast as you can
* Outdoor gymnastics
* Target practice using Nerf guns

Fine Motor Skills
Make your own Japanese flag! Fold a
piece of white A4 paper in half and cut
along the fold line (you might want to
ask your adult to help). Draw around a
circle and cut it out using red paper or
card. Carefully glue it on the centre of
your flag and add a straw at the side
with sticky tape.

Phonics

Daily Phonics lessons will be
uploaded on Teams in Assignments
according to your child’s phonic
group.
Reading books are allocated to your
child’s BugClub account along with
interactive games.

